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a b s t r a c t
Perspective is a crucial feature for communicating about events. Yet it is unclear how linguistically
encoded perspective relates to cognitive perspective taking. Here, we tested the effect of perspective taking with short literary stories. Participants listened to stories with 1st or 3rd person pronouns referring to
the protagonist, while undergoing fMRI. When comparing action events with 1st and 3rd person pronouns, we found no evidence for a neural dissociation depending on the pronoun. A split sample
approach based on the self-reported experience of perspective taking revealed 3 comprehension preferences. One group showed a strong 1st person preference, another a strong 3rd person preference, while a
third group engaged in 1st and 3rd person perspective taking simultaneously. Comparing brain activations of the groups revealed different neural networks. Our results suggest that comprehension is perspective dependent, but not on the perspective suggested by the text, but on the reader’s (situational)
preference.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In most languages it is impossible to talk about an event without specifying the agent. Yet, we know relatively little about how
the linguistically encoded agent relates to our cognitive representation of events. Some accounts argue that there are two systems
underlying processing action language which might depend on
perspective taking (Quandt & Chatterjee, 2015). Experimental
research has shown that the linguistic encoding of the agent of
an event (e.g. with the use of personal pronouns referring to the
agent) can have consequences for its cognitive representation. An
action event is more likely to be represented from an observer’s
perspective when the agent of the action is referred to with a 3rd
person pronoun (He is slicing the tomato) as compared to a potentially self-referential pronoun (you, I) (e.g., I am slicing the tomato).
In contrast, self-referential pronouns can facilitate 1st person perspective taking (Borghi, 2004; Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney,
Augustyn, & Taylor, 2009; Brunyé, Ditman, Mahoney, & Taylor,
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2011; Buccino et al., 2005; Ditman, Brunyé, Mahoney, & Taylor,
2010; Sato & Bergen, 2013; Tettamanti et al., 2005). Yet, simulating
perspective does not seem to be necessary for comprehension
(Brunyé, Ditman, Giles, Holmes, & Taylor, 2016; Sato & Bergen,
2013). In a recent study comparing pronoun-perspective interactions, Brunyé et al. (2016) showed that these effects are less robust
for 1st person pronouns and in narrative comprehension due to
individual variation. Readers who self-report to be empathetic
during reading are more likely to adopt a 1st person perspective
during reading of 1st person narratives, whereas this was not the
case for less empathetic readers. These individual differences seem
to have a stronger effect for narratives than for individual
sentences (Brunyé et al., 2016).
Personal pronouns are also considered important for narrative
theory, because they are thought to influence how readers
immerse into stories. Readers can get immersed in a story by either
taking the role of an observer or by taking the viewpoint of one of
the characters (Gerrig, 1999; Gerrig & Jacovina, 2009; Oatley, 1999;
Sanford & Emmott, 2012). Being immersed in a story is linked to
mental simulation (Jacobs, 2015; Zwaan, 2004) and defined as
’the state of feeling cognitively, emotionally, and imaginally
immersed in a narrative world’ (Gerrig, 1999; Green & Brock,
2000; Green, Brock, & Kaufman, 2004; Sestir & Green, 2010). First
person perspective narration is thought to invite a closer
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relationship between readers and characters (Stanzel, 1979) by
making them share experiences and perceptions. It is therefore
assumed that 1st person fiction feels more direct and immediate
to the reader (Keen, 2007; see also Lodge, 2002). This means that
in comparison with a 3rd person narration, 1st person narration
creates a stronger illusion of realism (Lodge, 2002; but see discussion in Keen, 2007) and promotes empathy and identification with
fictional characters (Keen, 2007; see also Booth, 1983).
Using 1st or 3rd person pronouns referring to agents of actions
also influence neural activation patterns. For instance, Papeo,
Corradi-dell’acqua, and Rumiati (2011) found that primary motor
cortices are more strongly activated when reading action verbs in
1st person as compared to 3rd person. In addition, Tomasino
et al. (2007) found that sentences presented in 1st person relative
to 3rd person, differentially activated areas in the posterior middle
cingulate cortex (mPCC) and the left dorsal occipital cortex. There
is further evidence for the tendency to adopt a 1st person perspective when comprehending action verbs without context (Hauk,
Johnsrude, & Pulvermuller, 2004; Pulvermuller, 2005; Willems,
Toni, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2010). There is also evidence for brain
regions which are more involved in processing language in 3rd person. Papeo and Lingnau (2015) for instance showed that brain
regions associated with the action observation network, like the
posterior superior temporal gyrus (pSTS) and visual motion areas
(MT), are more activated when an action verb is presented in 3rd
person compared to 1st person, e.g. he grabs vs. I grab. This finding
has been associated with the so called 3rd person bias effect in
action observation, whereby activation levels within the action
observation network are systematically higher when observing
other agents performing an action as compared to perceiving
movements or body parts from a 1st person perspective. This effect
is taken as evidence for the higher salience of other agents and
higher working memory demands based on the prediction of
others’ actions (Allison, Puce, & McCarthy, 2000; see Peelen &
Downing, 2007 for an overview; Saxe, Jamal, & Powell, 2006). If
the 3rd person bias effect turns out to play a role in language comprehension as well, it might explain the finding that reading 3rd
person stories is associated with increased arousal, as compared
to 1st person stories (Hartung, Burke, Hagoort, & Willems, 2016).
Differences in neural activation between the types of personal
pronouns have been taken as evidence that the manner in which
perspective is encoded linguistically affects whether an event is
simulated in the 1st or 3rd person perspective. Although perspective effects have been reported by multiple studies, there are several concerns. First, these effects might be a results of task and
strategy rather than of stimulus properties (Gardner, Brazier,
Edmonds, & Gronholm, 2013; Tomasino & Rumiati, 2013). In their
comprehensive review on the role of motor representations in
comprehension, Tomasino and Rumiati (2013) concluded that activations in primary motor areas during action verb comprehension
are not a systematic effect of action language, but depend on task
dependent strategies. Second, much of the research on perspective
taking in language has focused on the comprehension of single
words or sentences, when in fact perspective is especially crucial
in regular communicative situations, where language comprehension depends on the context, such as in narratives or route descriptions. Third, there is little empirical work on perspective in literary
reading (but see Hartung et al., 2016). With these limitations, it
remains to be seen whether the effects of 1st vs. 3rd personal pronouns are indeed guiding perspective taking systematically in
more natural contexts.

sonal pronouns, by investigating the neural correlates of simulating
action events during narrative comprehension. In doing so we had 3
aims. First, we wanted to explore the relationship between text perspective and perspective taking in comprehension. Second, we
wanted to test the influence of readers’ preferences for perspective
taking on comprehension and neural activations. Third, we wanted
to determine whether there is evidence for a 3rd person bias effect
for fiction comprehension, as indicated by stronger or broader activation of neural structures for 3rd person narratives, especially in
the action observation network. Such an effect would be independent of whether perspective taking is based on text features or comprehension preference. In earlier work we proposed that narratives
in the 3rd person perspective could induce a higher cognitive load
compared to 1st person perspective narratives (Hartung et al.,
2016). We expected such an effect to be reflected in the form of
increased activation levels in cortical areas associated with action
observation, similar to the 3rd person bias effects in action perception (Peelen & Downing, 2007).
In the present study, we tested the comprehension of stories in
1st and 3rd person perspective, using 1st or 3rd person pronouns
that refer to the protagonist of the story in the agent’s position.
We refrained from including 2nd person perspective because it is
an uncommon form of narration which is typically limited to certain types of fiction only. This might lead to confounds regarding
the comparability to 1st and 3rd person narration and would affect
the prior exposure participants have with this form of narration.
Moreover, it has been shown that 2nd person pronouns tend to
be interpreted in a generic meaning, particularly in descriptive language (de Hoop & Tarenskeen. 2014).
We measured brain activity with functional MRI while participants listened to 2 literary stories, one from a 1st and the other
from a 3rd person perspective. After each story, participants rated
the story for appreciation and reading immersion. In order to dissociate strategy and pronoun effects (see discussion in Tomasino
& Rumiati, 2013), we also included a measure of subjective experience of mental imagery after each story, with two items directly
addressing perspective taking. Here, participants indicated how
much they experienced 1st or 3rd person imagery during listening.
We used a task in which participants listened to unintelligible
speech as a baseline condition. We chose action events as a classical example of simulation to compare events with 1st and 3rd person pronouns because sufficient prior research was available to
formulate clear hypotheses regarding brain areas associated with
perspective.

1.1. Aims of the present study

2.1. Participants

To address the issues discussed above, the present study aimed to
extend prior research on narrative perspective, as encoded by per-

Participants were 52 native speakers of Dutch (23 male, 29
female, mean age = 23.06 years, s.d. = 3.40, range 18–35, 8 left

1.2. Hypotheses
Based on the literature reviewed above we expected to find
stronger activations for action events with 1st person pronouns
compared to 3rd person pronouns in the sensorimotor cortices,
as well as in the mPCC, the left dorsal occipital cortex and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Saxe et al., 2006; Tomasino et al., 2007).
For 3rd person pronouns compared to 1st person pronouns we
expected increased activation levels in the action observation network including right extrastriate body area (EBA) and left postcentral gyrus (Saxe et al., 2006), as well as pSTS and area MT, which
both have previously been shown to be implicated in action language comprehension (Papeo & Lingnau, 2015).
2. Materials and methods
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handed) after exclusion of 8 participants (see Section 2.2) who listened to stories while undergoing MRI. The participants were naive
to the purpose of the study, had no neurological or psychological
problems, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no
hearing difficulties. Written informed consent was obtained from
each individual prior to the experiment, and ethical approval in
line with the Declaration of Helsinki was obtained from the local
ethics committee (CMO Committee on Research Involving Human
Subjects, Arnhem-Nijmegen, Netherlands, protocol number
2001/095). Participants received monetary compensation at the
end of the study.
2.2. Data exclusions
One participant aborted the experiment due to pain from wearing the headphones. Another participant was removed from the
analysis because of falling asleep during a scan. Five more datasets
were excluded from the analysis due to poor data quality because
of artefacts from the scanner and/or excessive movement (>1
voxel, 3.5 mm). One additional dataset was removed due to scanner artefacts in the baseline condition. In total 8 datasets were
removed from the analysis and all results reported are for N = 52
unless indicated otherwise.
The behavioral data of one task (appreciation rating, see below)
from one participant could not be analyzed due to an error in the
log file for one of the stories.
2.3. Stimuli
2.3.1. Stories
Two short stories from Dutch fiction, De Mexicaanse hond (‘the
Mexican dog’) by Marga Minco (published 1990, 1236 words) and
De muur (‘the wall’) by Peter Minten (published 2013, 1121 words)
were used as stimuli for the experiment. Both were typical short
stories describing a single incident in the respective protagonist’s
life. They had a limited number of characters, no introduction,
and an open ending (see supplementary material S1 for translations of the stories). The stories were narrated with internal focalization, which means that the protagonist is always in focus,
allowing readers to access the protagonists’ mental states, and
viewpoint which act as the source of construal for the events in
the story reflecting her subjective perception.
In both original versions of the stories the protagonists are
referred to with 1st person pronouns (I, condition A). For the
experiment a second version of each story was created by changing
the personal pronouns that referred to the protagonist into their
respective 3rd person forms (she, condition B). Each participant
was presented with both stories, one in condition A and one in condition B, counterbalanced across subjects.
The stories were presented in an auditory manner. Stories were
recorded at a regular speaking rate in a music recording studio by a
native Dutch speaker. All versions of the stories were recorded in
one shot and speech errors were corrected afterwards. The recordings were about 7 min long (De Mexicaanse hond: version
1 = 7 min 17 s, version 2 = 7 min 23 s; De muur: version 1 = 7 min
01 s, version 2 = 7 min 04 s). As a baseline condition we used the
reversed audio signal of half of each story (7 min 25 s; first half
of De muur and second half of De Mexicaanse hond). For a volume
test we used the first 56 s of another story (De invaller by Rene
Appel, published 2003, excerpt = 157 words).
2.3.2. Appreciation rating
Story appreciation was measured directly after listening. Participants were presented with 10 adjectives, which correspond to different dimensions of appreciation (translated into Dutch from
Knoop, Wagner, Jacobsen, & Menninghaus, 2016). The list consisted
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of the following items: interesting, well-written, of high literary quality, easy to understand, accessible, thrilling, beautiful, fascinating,
emotional, and sad. Participants responded to the items on a 4point scale ranging from ‘I totally disagree’ (1) to ‘I totally agree’
(4) to how much the adjective describes the feelings evoked by
the story.
2.3.3. Emotional engagement with the protagonist and imagery
A second questionnaire with 15 items tested (a) emotional
engagement of participants with the protagonists (9 items), and
(b) the experience of mental imagery during listening (6 items).
The items were based on the emotional engagement and imagery
scale of the story world absorption scale (SWAS, Kuijpers et al.,
2014), with two additional items addressing perspective taking.
The two additional items were ‘At times, I had the feeling of seeing
right through the eyes of the protagonist’ (1st person perspective)
and ‘During reading, I saw the situations in my mind as if I was an
eyewitness’ (3rd person perspective). Participants responded to the
items on a 4-point scale ranging from ’I totally disagree’ (1) to ’I
totally agree’ (4).
2.3.4. Individual differences
We collected several measures for individual differences from
each subject including the Vividness of Visual Imagery Questionnaire
(VVIQ, Marks, 1972/Marks, 1995) with some additional items, selfreported measures of reading preferences and behavior, the fantasy scale of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI, Davis, 1983),
Need for Cognition (NCS, Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis,
1996), Need for Affect (NAS, Maio & Esses, 2001), Author Recognition
Test (ART, Acheson, Wellu, & MacDonald 2008; Koopman, 2015),
and the Empathy Quotient (EQ, Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright,
2004) questionnaire in this order (see below for details).
The reading habits and preferences consisted of 4 items. The
first two items were ‘How much attention do you pay to narrative
and rhetoric style when reading a text or a book?’, and ‘Do you like
reading fiction?’. Participants responded on a scale from 1 (not at
all) to 7 (totally). An additional question asked ‘How many novels
did you read last year?’. This question was answered by a numerical estimate entered into an empty field by the participant. In the
last item ‘How often do you read fiction?’ subjects chose between
daily, more than twice per week, once per week, not regularly, and
never.
In addition, we used the 6 items from the Fantasy scale of the
IRI. IRI is a self-report measure of individual differences in empathy, consisting of 4 subscales. The Fantasy scale of the IRI tests individual readiness to get transported imaginatively into the feelings
and actions of fictive characters in books, movies, and plays.
We used the NCS to measure motivation to solve complex tasks,
and the NAS to assess motivation to approach or avoid emotions.
For an estimate of print exposure, we used a Dutch version of
the ART. This standard measure contains 42 names, of which 30
are existent fiction authors and 12 made up names (see supplementary material S2). The score of each participant is computed
by subtracting the sum of all incorrect answers from the sum of
all correct answers. The total score can vary between 12 (only
non-existent author names selected) to 30 (all correct names
selected).
We also included the EQ questionnaire to measure individual
differences in empathy, (standardized Dutch version http://www.
autismresearchcentre.com/arc_tests).
2.4. Procedure
The experiment, including parts which are not relevant for the
current report (see below), consisted of one session. After the
participant was placed in the MRI scanner, the experiment began
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with a volume test, to adjust to subject-specific hearing levels. This
involved listening to a fragment of a story that was not used in any
other part of the experiment.
The first task consisted of listening to two recordings of the stories (one with 1st and one with 3rd person pronouns). Participants
listened to the two stories, separated by a brief pause. Each story
lasted around 7 min (see above). The order of both story and pronoun condition were counterbalanced across participants. This
means that 25% of participants listened to story A with 1st person
pronouns first (followed by story B in 3rd person), 25% listened to
story A with 3rd person pronouns first (followed by story B with
1st person pronouns), 25% listened to story B with 1st person pronouns first (followed by story A with 3rd person pronouns), and
25% listened to story B with 3rd person pronouns first (followed
by story A with 1st person pronouns).
Participants were instructed to listen to the materials carefully
and attentively, and they were informed that this would be followed by questions on their appreciation of the story and narrative
engagement. After each story, participants responded to the appreciation items, the emotional engagement, and mental imagery
questions. This was followed by 3 more tasks which were presented in random order. One of the 3 tasks was a baseline condition in which participants listened to a reversed speech recording
of the two story recordings. They were instructed to pay attention
and listen carefully, even though comprehension was impossible.
There was a break after each task and the participant decided when
to continue. After the experiment, a ToM localizer task was conducted for reasons not reported here (7 min) followed by a high
resolution anatomical scan (5 min). For all tasks in the scanner,
participants gave responses with a 4-button response device with
their right hand (index finger = disagree (1), little finger = agree
(4); numbers manually reversed for one participant who
responded with the left hand due to hand injury).
After the scanning session, participants completed a post-scan
test battery on paper (10 min; see Section 2.3.4 for details)
including reading behavior and preferences, the Fantasy scale of
the IRI (Davis, 1983), NCS (Cacioppo et al., 1996), NAS (Maio &
Esses, 2001), ART (Acheson et al., 2008; Koopman, 2015), and the
EQ questionnaire (Baron-Cohen & Wheelwright, 2004), in this
order. In addition, all participants completed a modified online version of the VVIQ (Marks, 1972; Marks, 1995) as part of signing up
for the experiment. The entire experiment took about 120 min,
including 70 min scanning time.
2.5. Stimulus presentation
Stimuli were presented with Presentation software (version
16.2, http://www.neurobs.com), and recordings were presented
through MR-compatible earphones combined with hearing protection. All visual stimuli (questionnaires, instructions, etc.) were projected onto a screen using a projector outside the MR scanner
room, which could be seen by participants through a mirror
mounted over the head coil. Responses to the questionnaire items
and the localizer task were recorded with a 4 button response
device.
2.6. FMRI data acquisition and pre-processing
Images of blood-oxygen level dependent (BOLD) changes were
acquired with a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio scanner (Erlangen,
Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. We used cushions and tape
to minimize head movement. Functional images were acquired
using a fast T2⁄-weighted 3D EPI sequence (Poser, Koopmans,
Witzel, Wald, & Barth, 2010), with high temporal resolution (TR:
880 ms, TE: 28 ms, flip angle: 14 degrees, voxel size:
3.5  3.5  3.5 mm, 36 slices). High resolution (1  1  1.25 mm)

structural (anatomical) images were acquired using an MP-RAGE
T1 GRAPPA sequence. Data were pre-processed using the Matlab
toolbox SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). After removing
the first five volumes of each scanning block to control for T1 equilibration, images were motion corrected and registered to the first
image of each scanning block. The mean of the motion-corrected
images was co-registered with the individual participants’ anatomical scan. The anatomical and functional scans were spatially normalized to the standard MNI template. Finally, all data were
spatially smoothed using an isotropic 8 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
2.7. Data analysis
2.7.1. Behavioral
Two-sided, paired t-tests were used to test for differences in
behavioral responses to the questionnaires for personal pronouns
(condition A vs. condition B). As a control analysis we additionally
tested for between story differences (story A vs. story B). For a follow up analysis, the two perspective specific items from the imagery questionnaire were used to split the sample for perspective
preference into 4 groups (see below).
2.7.2. fMRI
In order to create regressors for the analysis, the auditory
recordings of the stories were scored for sequences containing
action content in which the protagonist was the agent (see Kurby
& Zacks, 2013; Nijhof & Willems, 2015 for a similar approach).
We scored action verbs, implied actions (e.g. sound caused by
action mentioned instead of the action itself), and sequences which
express motion. In addition, the model also contained mentalizing
events, which were used for a different analysis not reported here.
Scoring was performed by three native speakers who were naive to
the purpose of the study. In case of disagreement, a fourth native
speaker was consulted.
De muur contained 46 action events, De Mexicaanse hond contained 26 action events. We controlled collinearity between regressors by calculating the Variance Inflation Factors (VIFs) for all
regressors. VIFs were low (mean = 1.14, median = 1.12,
range = 1.12–1.17) and well below values considered critical for
estimability of regressors (Kleinbaum, Kupper, Muller, & Nizam,
1998; Mumford, Poline, & Poldrack, 2015). At the single-subject
level, statistical analysis was performed using a general linear
model, in which beta weights for each regressor of interest are estimated for the time course of each voxel, using multiple regression
analysis (Friston et al., 1995). Regressors were modelled as their
true durations, and convolved with a canonical hemodynamic
response function (Friston, Holmes, Poline, Price, & Frith, 1996).
A high pass filter of 128 s was added to the statistical model to
remove very low frequency components of the signal. We assured
that the spectral power of the regressors was at a higher frequency
than the high-pass filter cut-off, in other words we assured that the
regressors were not affected by the high-pass filter. The motion
estimates of the motion correction algorithm were modelled as
regressors of no interest to account for head motion. The same
analysis was done on the data acquired while participants listened
to the reversed speech fragments, for which the regressors are
meaningless. This served as a baseline condition.
2.7.2.1. Whole brain analysis (WBA). We first performed a wholebrain group analysis in by contrasting the action regressor during
story presentation between the two pronoun conditions (1st versus 3rd person pronouns). Results were corrected for multiple
comparisons by combining a voxel-wise threshold of p < 0.005
with a cluster extent threshold of 54 voxels for the first WBA and
68 voxels for the second WBA. These settings were obtained by
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performing a large number of randomizations (5.000) to assess
which cluster extend level leads to control for false positives at a
family-wise error rate of 5%. The combinations of voxel level
threshold with a cluster extend threshold is a good compromise
between statistical sensitivity on the one hand and false positive
error control on the other hand (Bennett, Wolford, & Miller,
2009; Woo, Krishnan, & Wager, 2014). The simulations took the
amount of autocorrelation in the data into account, which leads
to different thresholds for the two analyses (Bennett et al., 2009;
Woo et al., 2014). The scripts used were taken from (https://
www2.bc.edu/~slotnics/scripts.htm).
To account for potential differences in strategies, independent
of pronoun, a second WBA was performed in a split sample
approach based on the behavioral responses to the two
perspective-specific items in the imagery questionnaire. For both
stories, individuals who scored greater than or equal to 3 (of 4 possible) for the 1st person item (‘At times, I had the feeling of seeing
right through the eyes of the protagonist’) were grouped in the
Enactor group (N = 15). Individuals who scored greater than or
equal to 2 on the 3rd person item (‘While listening to the story, I
saw the situations which were described in my head as if I was
an uninvolved observer’) were placed in the Observer group
(N = 14). The different threshold for these two items was because
the medians for both items were different. Participants who scored
above threshold for both items in both stories were labelled as
Hypersimulators (N = 12). The remaining participants (N = 10)
showed high variation without a consistent pattern and were
excluded in the second analysis. In the WBA we compared Enactors
and Observers directly with each other and Hypersimulators
against the Enactor and Observer group. Independent sample
t-tests were performed to compare whether Enactors and
Observers differ on any of the individual differences variables
tested in the post scan test battery.
For anatomical labelling we used the SPM Anatomy toolbox.

2.7.2.2. ROI analysis. We defined apriori ROIs based on previous
fMRI studies (Papeo & Lingnau, 2015; Saxe et al., 2006; Tomasino
et al., 2007) and one TMS study (Papeo et al., 2011) in which an
effect of perspective or pronoun was observed. The selected ROIs
in which we expected increased activation for 1st person action
events were left and right primary motor areas (left MNI: 36,
19, 48; right 38, 18, 45; Lacadie, Fulbright, Arora, Constable, &
Papademetris, 2008; pronoun effect reported by Papeo et al.,
2011), medial posterior cingulate cortex (6, 54, 2; Tomasino
et al., 2007), left calcarine gyrus (10, 76, 16; Tomasino et al.,
2007), and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (51, 27, 27; Saxe
et al., 2006). Increased activation for 3rd person during action
events was expected in left posterior superior temporal sulcus (left
pSTS; 52, 50, 5), left MT (46, 61, 0; Papeo & Lingnau, 2015),
as well as right exastriate body area (EBA; 6, 54, 2) and left
postcentral gyrus (12, 33, 66; Saxe et al., 2006). ROIs were

spheres with an 8 mm radius and mean activations levels per
regressor were extracted for each participant separately using
the Marsbar toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/) (Brett,
Anton, Valabregue, & Poline, 2002). The model was estimated for
both event types (action and mentalizing), but we only report
action events here. The analysis was done as paired sample ttests for each ROI comparing events with 1st and 3rd person
pronouns.
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral
We observed a statistical trend for 1st person stories to be rated
higher than 3rd person stories on easy to understand (appreciation
questionnaire, mean difference = 0.33, s.d. = 1.29, tdf=50 = 1.84,
p = 0.07) and more likely to evoke mental imagery of the situations
narrated in the story (imagery questionnaire, mean difference = 0.26, s.d. = 1.00, tdf=50 = 1.91, p = 0.06). For all other items,
we observed no significant differences between 1st and 3rd person
pronouns for either appreciation or the emotion or mental imagery
items (all |t| < 1.24, p > 0.21). In contrast, for between story differences, we observed several statistically significant differences.
Story B (De muur) was rated higher for appreciation by participants
on the items well written (mean difference = 0.33, s.d. = 1.07,
tdf=50 = 2.22, p < 0.05), easy to understand (mean difference = 0.45,
s.d. = 1.25, tdf=50 = 2.57, p < 0.01), beautiful (mean difference = 0.41,
s.d.=1.08, tdf=50 = 2.72, p < 0.01), and emotional (mean difference = 0.45, s.d. = 1.25, tdf=50 = 2.57, p < 0.01) as compared to story
A (De Mexicaanse hond). Moreover, story B was rated significantly
higher on two items of the mental imagery questionnaire. Participants were more likely to report experiencing a mental image of
the protagonist (mean difference = 0.48, s.d. = 1.39, tdf=50 = 2.49,
p < 0.05) and the scenery in which the story took place (mean difference = 0.23, s.d. = 0.73, tdf=50 = 2.28, p < 0.05) for story B as compared to story A. In sum, for the behavioral measures we did not
observe statistically significant differences for pronoun type, but
we did observe statistically significant differences between stories,
suggesting overall sufficient statistical sensitivity. For a complete
overview over the behavioral results, see supplementary material
(S3).
3.2. FMRI
Whole brain analysis: Null-effect of pronoun.
No contrast activations between 1st and 3rd person pronouns
survived statistical thresholding. Below the corrected threshold,
there were few activations and for completeness we report clusters
with a minimum of 10 voxels. Two clusters showed higher activations for action events with 1st person pronouns as compared to
3rd person pronouns, in the left hippocampus (k = 49, x = 42,

Table 1
Results of activations for 1st and 3rd person pronouns in action events as compared to baseline.
Contrast

Location

x

y

z

T max.

Nr. voxels

1st person pronoun > baseline

R precentral, postcentral gyrus

18
26
8
20
22
18
44

30
32
30
28
26
36
74

58
56
56
54
62
54
4

3.90
2.92
2.90
3.61
3.47
2.99
3.52

439

18
40
34

86
6
12

16
22
22

3.58
3.53
2.81

157
115

L precentral, postcentral gyrus

L inferior occipital gyrus
3rd person pronoun > baseline

R inferior occipital gyrus
L middle temporal gyrus, hippocampus

305

56

34
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Table 2
Differences in events with 1st and 3rd person pronouns referring to the agent of an action tested in a priori defined ROIs (see text for coordinates). No significant differences were
observed in any of the ROIs.
ROI

Pronoun

Mean activation

s. d.

Mean diff.

s. d.

t-value (df = 51)

p-value

R M1

I
She

0.05
0.03

0.40
0.41

0.08

0.41

1.38

0.17

L M1

I
She

0.03
0.05

0.35
0.36

0.08

0.37

1.47

0.15

Right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex

I
She

0.10
0.08

0.48
0.42

0.02

0.47

0.35

0.73

Left dorsal occipital cortex

I
She

0.01
0.02

0.54
0.63

0.01

0.62

0.15

0.88

Medial posterior cingulate cortex

I
She

0.13
0.00

0.80
0.80

0.12

0.75

1.19

0.24

L posterior STS

I
She

0.01
0.04

0.40
0.37

0.03

0.41

0.44

0.66

L MT

I
She

0.07
0.03

0.36
0.35

0.04

0.34

0.90

0.37

R EBA

I
She

0.13
0.00

0.80
0.80

0.12

0.75

1.19

0.24

L postcentral gyrus

I
She

0.07
0.05

0.26
0.30

0.02

0.24

0.57

0.57

Table 3
Resulting activation clusters of comparing action events in Enactors with the observer group and vice versa as well as shared activations between Enactors and Observers.
Contrast

Location

x

Y

z

T max

Nr voxels

Enactors > Observers

R frontolateral pole

16
18

60
58

10
2

4.49
3.36

96

Observers > Enactors

L middle and inferior occipital gyrus/lingual gyrus

10
16
18
26
16
36
38
54
48
54
58
56
34
52
50
64
44
56
62
38
46
24
20
22
28
16

96
92
86
86
92
80
34
26
28
18
36
24
60
40
32
38
2
6
14
42
46
40
2
8
12
72

0
8
2
8
2
12
22
30
22
48
16
20
50
10
2
14
26
22
18
12
12
12
22
22
32
12

4.95
4.32
4.17
4.52
4.13
3.83
4.87
3.64
3.56
4.46
4.03
3.92
4.29
4.22
3.86
2.77
4.15
4.12
2.87
3.93
3.8
3.01
3.47
3.43
3.07
3.21

1576

18
4
24
4
6
44
48
58
18
14
24
50
54
52

28
26
20
38
32
6
2
0
40
22
44
52
58
42

64
70
64
50
48
6
10
14
6
6
14
6
12
8

2.75
2.63
2.56
2.49
1.65
2.46
2.03
1.81
2.44
2.42
2.20
2.05
1.92
1.75

1603

R middle and inferior occipital gyrus, lingual gyrus, calcarine gyrus

R inferior frontal gyrus

L postcentral gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, posterior superior/middle temporal gyrus

L cerebellum
R posterior superior temporal gyrus

R middle temporal gyrus

R middle orbital gyrus

R caudate nucleus

R lingual gyrus
Enactors \ Observers

L/R precentral sulcus, L/R central sulcus

L/R cuneus
R posterior insula

R thalamus

R posterior inferior temporal gyrus

1127

503

665

91
324

169

109

152

71

96
138

347

90
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y = 20, z = 6, Tmax = 3.02, p < 0.005 uncor.) and in the right insula
(k = 28, x = 42, y = 14, z = 8, Tmax = 2.90, p < 0.005 uncor.), and
1 cluster showing higher activation for 3rd person as compared
to 1st person pronouns in the right middle and superior frontal
gyrus (k = 34, x = 18, y = 20, z = 62, Tmax = 2.98, p < 0.005 uncor.).
For completeness, we report the results of the comparisons of
the action regressors in 1st and 3rd person pronoun conditions
compared to the baseline. Events with 1st person pronouns
showed increased activations in the left and right precentral and
postcentral gyri, as well as in left inferior occipital gyrus (see
Table 1). Events with 3rd person pronouns on the other hand
showed activations in right inferior occipital gyrus, and a region
stretching from the left middle temporal gyrus (MTG) into the hippocampus (see Table 1).
3.2.1. ROI analysis
For the ROI analysis, a paired sample t-test (two-tailed) was
conducted for each ROI, comparing the activations of events with
1st or 3rd person pronouns. We observed no effect of pronoun in
any of the ROIs (see Table 2).
3.3. Split sample analysis
To test if individual preferences in perspective taking can
account for the absence of a pronoun effect on the group level,
we used a split sample approach. Based on the behavioral
responses to the two perspective items in the imagery questionnaire we identified 3 groups which showed a consistent pattern
across both stories. Participants who scored high for 1st person
perspective taking were grouped in the Enactor group (N = 15),
whereas those who scored high for 3rd person perspective taking
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were grouped in the Observer group (N = 14, see Section 2.7.2.1.
for details). Participants who scored high for both items were put
in a separate group labelled Hypersimulators (N = 12).
During action events, Enactors compared to Observers showed
higher activation in an area in the right frontolateral pole (area
Fp1, see Bludau et al., 2014) (see Table 3 and Fig. 1). Observers
compared to Enactors showed increased activations bilaterally in
the occipital cortex and the lingual gyri. In addition, Observers as
compared to Enactors showed activations in right inferior frontal
gyrus, right posterior superior temporal gyrus and right middle
temporal gyrus, right middle orbital gyrus, and right caudate
nucleus, as well as left cerebellum and an area stretching from left
postcentral gyrus to supramarginal gyrus and posterior superior
and middle temporal gyri (see Table 3 and Fig. 1). A posthoc
analysis of interaction between group and text perspective was
conducted to see whether there is a within group effect for consistency of text perspective and perspective preference. Consistent
with the results in the first analysis approach, there were no statistically significant activations associated with text perspective.
Shared activations of Enactors and Observers as indicated by a
conjunction analysis (global) of both groups against baseline were
found bilaterally in precentral and central sulci, cuneus, as well as
right insula, right thalamus, and right posterior inferior temporal
gyrus (see Table 3 and Fig. 1).
Participants who scored high for both 1st and 3rd person perspective taking (Hypersimulators) showed activations (compared
to reversed speech baseline) in a bilateral network with large overlaps with the networks of both the observer and the enactor group
when comparing story comprehension with baseline (see Fig. 2 in
purple, see supplementary material S4 for a table view of
activations from Hypersimulators).

Fig. 1. Activations to action events depending on participants’ comprehension preference. Areas in which Enactors showed higher activations than Observers
(Enactors > Observers) are displayed in blue. Areas in which Observers showed higher activations than Enactors (Observers > Enactors) are displayed in yellow. In red, the
conjunction of both groups is plotted (Enactors \ Observers). All activations are significant at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons.
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Fig. 2. Activations in which the Hypersimulator group shows higher activations as compared to baseline (Hypersimulators > Baseline) are plotted in purple. These activations
show large overlap with both the Enactor as well as the Observer group when compared to baseline (>Baseline). All activations are significant at p < 0.05, corrected for
multiple comparisons.

3.3.1. Individual differences
There were no significant differences between Enactors and
Observers for any of the individual differences measured in the
post scan test battery (see supplementary material S5 Table 1).
In the appreciation measure, the enactor group rated our two
stories higher on the item well written (see supplementary material
S5 Table 2 for details).

4. Discussion
In the present study, we tested the effect of perspective on neural activations during language comprehension. We manipulated
perspective with 1st or 3rd person pronouns that refer to the protagonist in literary narratives. Our results showed no evidence for
an overall effect of perspective. Despite showing different focal
areas of activation between the action regressors during listening
and the low level baseline condition, no differences were found
in the WBA when comparing events in 1st and 3rd person perspective directly with each other.
Given our relatively large sample size – compared to previous
fMRI studies - and the combination of behavioral and neuroimaging methods, we were able to test whether individual differences
accounted for the lack of difference between personal pronouns.
We conducted a split sample analysis based on the behavioral
responses to two items in which participants explicitly reported
whether they took a 1st or 3rd person perspective during comprehension. Indeed, readers seemed to employ different strategies in
comprehension. We identified 3 modes in reading comprehension
associated with perspective. However, these effects were not driven by narrative perspective, but rather by individual preferences

in comprehension. Readers who scored high on the item, ‘At times,
I had the feeling of seeing right through the eyes of the protagonist’
(Enactors) showed activations in a different network than readers
who scored high on the question ‘During reading, I saw the situations in my mind as if I was an eyewitness’ (Observers). Another
group seemed to simulate 1st and 3rd person perspective simultaneously (Hypersimulators), as evidenced by high scores on both
behavioral items as well as large overlap in activated networks
with both the enactor and the observer group.
Comparing brain activations of Enactors and Observers, we
found significant differences between the two groups. When listening to action events, Enactors showed stronger activations in
a region in the right frontolateral pole. In contrast, Observers
showed stronger activations in visual areas bilaterally, which have
been associated with motion processing (Braddick et al., 2001; Lui,
Bourne, & Rosa, 2007), and in the lingual gyri. Observers compared
to Enactors additionally showed stronger activations in a network
including the right inferior frontal gyrus, left postcentral gyrus, left
supramarginal gyrus, and left and right posterior superior and middle temporal gyri. In addition, we found activations in right middle
orbital gyrus, right caudate nucleus, and left cerebellum.
Shared activations between Enactors and Observers were found
in (pre-) motor areas (bilaterally) and cuneus (also bilaterally) as
well as in regions in the right insula, right thalamus, and right posterior inferior temporal gyrus. It is interesting that both Enactors
and Observers, as well as Hypersimulators show activation in the
same pre-motor and motor areas. It seems to be the case that these
activations are independent of perspective. This can be taken as
evidence that activation of motor cortices is important for understanding action semantics. However, involvement of motor cortices in language comprehension does not seem to reflect covert
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re-enactment as evidenced by the fact that the same regions of the
cortex are also activated in readers who take a 3rd person
perspective.
Our null-result for personal pronoun is at odds with some
previous findings on pronouns being effective tools for guiding
cognitive perspective. Even in the statistically more sensitive ROI
analysis, where ROI choice was motivated by previous studies
reporting pronoun effects, we did not find evidence for a
pronoun-dependent modulation in neural activation. In fact, our
findings provide evidence that comprehension is not affected by
manipulating personal pronouns. A follow-up analysis for which
we split the sample based on the individual preferences in perspective taking during comprehension however revealed relevant differences in neural networks associated with 1st or 3rd person
simulating. What is striking when looking at the activations in
Observers and Hypersimulators, as compared to Enactors, is the
difference in the size of the neural networks being engaged during
comprehension. Observers seem to recruit a much larger and wider
network as compared to Enactors. This could be taken as evidence
for increased saliency, working memory load, and processing difficulty similar to a 3rd person bias effect in action observation
(Peelen & Downing, 2007).
The suggestion that perspective effects in simulation are a matter of strategy more than experimental manipulation (the actual
perspective in the text) has been raised before (see Tomasino &
Rumiati, 2013; see also Quandt & Chatterjee, 2015) and is in line
with other studies which report differences depending on what
listeners pay attention to rather than stimulus properties
(Cooper, Hasson, & Small, 2011). In a very similar study, Brunyé
et al. ( 2016) also found that readers differ in their individual
predisposition for perspective taking during reading. Our study
confirms this observation and adds direct experimental evidence
that different reading styles are supported by different neural networks. Moreover, we showed that some readers simulate 1st and
3rd person perspective simultaneously. This adds an alternative
explanation to the absence of a perspective advantage in some
readers. While the Brunye and colleagues conclude that this group
does not simulate perspective at all during comprehension, these
readers might in fact simulate both perspectives. It remains an
interesting question for future research why individuals select a
particular perspective over another to construct a mental model
and how selection of this perspective relates to reading experience,
and individual differences in spatial perspective taking abilities
(Vukovic & Williams, 2015).
The fact that both original stories were in 1st person perspective is a confound in our design which could have influenced our
results. By having native speakers check the readability of the stories we tried to overcome this issue, but we cannot exclude the
possibility that other features (beyond our pronoun manipulation)
in the text could have influenced one pronoun condition more than
the other. However, it is unlikely that modifications to one of the
stories (from 1st to 3rd person) can account for the absence of an
effect as we did not observe behavioral differences for the comparison between the two pronoun conditions (whereas we do find
differences between stories). Another limitation of the study is that
our interpretations are restricted to action events. For future
research, we advocate the importance of accounting for different
types of events and contexts.
Our results show that individuals can have different preferences
for perspective taking when constructing situation models which
affect the involvement of brain networks during comprehension.
The insight that strategy or preference effects can overrule the
effect of a well-established experimental manipulation is a valuable insight for future studies. This finding raises the question on
how far experimental effects regarding linguistic perspective based
on artificial stimuli can be generalized to more natural language.
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